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OUTSIDE OPINION

The Number of HealthTech
Start-Ups is Exploding.
WHY AREN’T MORE SUCCEEDING?

by TOM DUDNYK
PRESIDENT,
VIVO AGENCY

Unlike their medtech and biopharma counterparts, early-stage
healthcare technology companies have marketable products.
But their lack of marketing savvy is holding them back.
US healthcare is ripe for disruption. The percentage of
Yet despite the number of well-funded start-ups and the
transformative
technologies they wield, evidence suggests
GDP consumed by healthcare spending continues
to
grow
Figure 1
that few are succeeding (bankruptcies are private informaevery year. In 2017, healthcare accounted forHealthTech
17.9% of Start-Ups
Round 1 Funding, 2006 - 2017
tion and are rarely disclosed).
GDP; by 2027, it’s projected to consume
600
19.4%. In 2018, Americans spent $3.6
trillion dollars on healthcare; by 2027,
Figure 1
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they’re expected to spend nearly $6 tril- Figure
HealthTech
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HealthTech
500 Start-Ups Round 1 Funding, 2006 - 2017
lion dollars, according to the Centers
600
600
for Medicaid and Medicare Services.
The enormous amount of spending
on healthcare and the need to reform
it represent a huge opportunity for
healthcare technology start-ups. The
transition to value-based care is being
counted on to rein in spending and
improve clinical outcomes, and many
start-ups are well positioned to do both.
They are armed with the biggest trends
in tech, including artificial intelligence,
machine learning, deep learning, cloud
computing, miniaturization, genomics,
and wireless connectivity. And they’re
attracting funding. From 2006 to 2017,
the number of HealthTech start-ups
receiving initial seed funding rose from
133 to 550, according to Pitchbook (see
Figure 1).
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Here’s one important reason:

CRITICAL MARKETING MISTAKES
ARE BEING MADE
HealthTech start-ups are making myriad numbers of
avoidable marketing mistakes. The mistakes aren’t a surprise, but the frequency with which they’re being made
is. When these mistakes happen, we all lose, because they
keep meaningful innovations from being commercially successful and ultimately available to us all.

Mistake #1:

Not recognizing that customers
have changed
Start-ups are failing to motivate their customers—healthcare providers and buyers—to consider and adopt their
products. They aren’t recognizing that in this era of valuebased care, customers, and their selection criteria, have
changed. They are now dealing with:
• Burnout: Customers are overburdened. You need
something truly special to get their attention, get
them to expend the energy required to consider it,
champion it, get it implemented, and change their
clinical practice.
• Noise: Customers are overwhelmed by marketing
messages and typically tune them out. To engage
a provider, a message must immediately strike a
chord and invite curiosity.
• Numbers: The days of marketing exclusively to
the clinical champion are over. Selection teams
are now large and multi-disciplinary, and the only
marketing strategies that succeed are the ones
that are weighted to reflect this. Yet marketing to
the champion stubbornly remains the norm.
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Mistake #2:

Product-centric marketing
Customers will champion your product only if it’s clear to
them how it helps solve their problems and advance their
care models. Product-centric marketing, with its focus on
features and benefits, fails to do that. Its focus is inward, on
the product, instead of outward, on what the product solves
and enables. Too often, this leaves customers wondering
exactly how the product will change and improve their clinical practice. Product-centric campaigns set in motion a cascade of failure. Customers fail to engage. Momentum stalls.
The sales force blames marketing. Marketing blames sales.
Leadership jumps ship. The company slowly withers. Wash.
Rinse. Repeat.
The fix:

Solution marketing
Turn your marketing inside-out by identifying and articulating the top-of-mind customer problems, or needs, that your
product can uniquely solve.
If a problem is not top-of-mind to a customer, and it often
isn’t, you’ll have to invest a greater amount of marketing
time and effort to make it so—a process we call “Needs
Arousal.” When performed properly, it can drive tremendous demand.
“We’ve ended the practice of R&D coming to us
with product-first ideas. We go to them with a full
understanding of the unmet customer need and the
market opportunity it represents. They come back to
us with an innovative solution that uniquely addresses
the unmet need. This has given us a stronger ROI on
our R&D and marketing efforts.”
—Kurt Hudson, Sr. Director, Acelity Surgical
and Sports Medicine franchise. (Acelity Inc.
was recently acquired by 3M for $6.7 billion.)

The fix:

Properly capitalize marketing
Start-ups fail before they begin, because they woefully underbudget for marketing. They underestimate the effort required
to overcome the barriers to consideration and adoption.
Piercing the veil of buyer resistance requires a carefully choreographed strategic process and bold, long-term campaign
execution. These are large undertakings that require a significant time investment on the part of senior management, and
they should be budgeted early in the start-up life cycle.

Mistake #3:

Soft launches
Too often, start-ups diminish their chance at success by
using soft launches as a trial-and-error approach in search
of a marketing strategy. This critical mistake:
• Kills launch momentum, which is a prerequisite to
start-up success. Momentum creates excitement,
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generates buzz, builds funnels, and helps establish
revenue.
• Sends a damaging message to investors, employees,
and customers – that the company lacks confidence
in its strategy and is searching for it.
• Narrows the window of opportunity. Startups forget that a competitor may leapfrog their
technology at any moment, and thus time to market
is of the essence.

The fix:

Customer-driven marketing strategy
Start-ups are confident about their strategies when their
value propositions are driven by customer insights. To gain
confidence and launch decisively, start and end your strategic development process not with your product, but with the
customer:
• Step 1: Identify customers’ specific problem that
your product can uniquely solve
• Step 2: Create a short, recitable value proposition
and test whether it piques customer interest
• Step 3: Show them the product and verify that it
supports the value proposition
• Step 4: Bring the value proposition to life in the form
of an advertisement, and test it

Mistake #4:

Passive company marketing
Start-ups forget that they’re complete unknowns, a status
that feels inherently risky to customers and investors. Too
often, start-ups fail to proactively mitigate that perceived risk
by decisively answer the following questions:

• What happens if they stop supporting their
product after our clinical workflows have been
built around it?
Investors want to know:
• Is there a clear market need for their product?
• Do they know the customer?
• Is there an attractive ROI?
• Can the management team execute?
• Is there a long-term product roadmap?
The fix:

Become a challenger brand
Start-up company brands are the business equivalent of
David challenging Goliath. They need to market aggressively
by picking a fight with and shining a light on the market
leader’s weaknesses. This will help them look bigger than
they really are, own the narrative, and instill confidence in
customers, employees, and investors.

Let’s rethink our approach
to start-up marketing
The fix starts with venture investors. They have the most to
lose financially, but also the most to gain. They can significantly improve the probability of success by requiring that
start-ups use marketing best practices to avoid the risks
outlined here.
Meanwhile, start-up founders and management teams
must broaden their focus from simply creating great products to also persuasively articulating and promoting compelling reasons to use those products. If they do, they’ll
not only attract more investors, they’ll also pierce the veil
of customer resistance, attract more buyers, and establish
momentum from the very start.

Customers want to know:
• Do the people running the company know
my practice?
• Should I expend political capital supporting
this purchase?

Tom Dudnyk (tdudnyk@vivoagency.com) is President
of VIVO Agency. Before starting VIVO in 2007 to focus
exclusively on HealthTech marketing, Tom spent more
than 12 years in sales and leadership positions at Stryker,
Bayer Diagnostics, and Cerner.

• Will they stay in business?
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